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Human Identity Summit 

Part 12 

 

Complete Identity 

 

 
“Identity” is an expression used throughout social sciences to imply the 

specification of person, to deliberately appropriate certain identities to an 
individual. Like actors on a stage, we read a script, memorize it and then act 

it. Nowadays, few humans know their user friendly identity, acting out scripts 
with stories that have many ups, downs and confusions. Without straight 
talk, how can we possibly comprehend our strengths, gifts and talents or 

share them with the world. 
 

We each share a basic identity available through the Four Mainstays. It will 
give us everything we need to lead a happy, fulfilled, well-educated life in 
which we can be of benefit to all. Wow! This is a promise society has never 

been able to make before. What a momentous event! 
 

I have worked all my life to make this dream come true and with all my heart 
I thank you for supporting me along the way. I never would have made it 

without each of you. I have such deep gratitude, admiration and love for 
every single one of you and am thoroughly awed by your majesty and ability. 
  

It is very important to support each other as much as we can to grow 
straight, stable, assured and of benefit to others. We have to allow for the 
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special smart people as much as we allow for those who are terribly 
challenged and need help of other kinds. The Balanced View and Great 

Freedom help us with all these things. 
 

Each here-and-now has worth and a consistent, indestructible measure. Each 
here-and-now has an absolute and relative ethical value that carries over for 
all entities in each indivisible instantiation of appearance or sound. 

 
For each entity who realizes the primordial predicament, there is no point 

from which to view and simultaneous fundamental comprehension of all 
viewpoints. To multiversal society and each entity everywhere, this most 
basic of identity descriptions and solutions freely grants lifetimes of dignity, 

natural ethical accord, seamless interactivity and interoperability, potent 
benefit-giving, incomprehensible understanding and okayness.  

 
The potent immediacy of the discovery of the actual value and measure of 
each moment provides the exact technology we need and its complement of 

specific instruction sets which are applicable to specific individual tasks of 
each person and their treasury of strengths, gifts and talents. The Four 

Mainstays provisioning of unparalleled breakthroughs to human education 
and intelligence increasingly brings unimaginable power, innovation and 

creation to the advancement of society, continuously unfolding an 
increasingly beneficial, prosperous and generous society in the current era 
and into the distant future.  

 
That we have this knowledge and an unerring map that shows us each of our 

infinite aspects unmistakenly is a wish-fulfilling boon of exponential 
magnitude. The wish-fulfilling jewel includes all aspects and all of its aspects 
must be available for humans to thrive. This is not a casual matter. 

 
The most magnificent powers of basic identity can only be comprehended 

and instinctively recognized in your own experience, nowhere else. Clarity is 
the great normalizer and equalizer of all experience and is the greatest good 
fortune. 

 
In clarity society, we each are royally blessed, we have access to pith 

knowledge that can never be changed, moved or taken away. Freely open to 
everyone, our global society quickly and surely clarifies a global clarity 
society. There is no other choice that we can bear to ponder.  

 
The Four Mainstays fundamental discovery has been made, detailed and 

recorded over decades, every nuance of its unveiling carefully recorded for all 
of posterity. Great Freedom and Balanced View provide the most supreme 
commando vehicle—Four Mainstays or Four Comforts—giving everyone 

everything that is needed to be empowered into beneficial society, along with 
an unerring surefire method of introduction that hits the mark potently, 

completely removing all states of uncertainty, suffering and doubt, an 
inconceivable advancement and one that has never before occurred or been 
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accomplished with precise fortitude and magnitude that would sweep the 
globe. Everything is in place, everything is given, without error or mistake. 

The Mainstays are an indestructible vehicle in which it is impossible to stray 
into even one idea of mistaken understanding. 

 
The Four Mainstays will support you to join in here to be of greatest benefit 
and can show you how to build a strong community wherever you live.  

 
While we are friendly and available all over the world, we also are a 

sophisticated worldwide corporation and organization pioneering internet 
technologies, telecommunications and science in many ways. We know how 
to take care of business and protect our organization for the benefit of all. 

This is one of our responsibilities.  
 

As the atom was discovered along with its map of subatomic particles, the 
exact root structure of the fundamental identity of humans has been 
discovered, mapped, researched, applied and refined so as to bring absolute 

value to planet earth and its inhabitants. We are so very happy to offer this 
discovery. Now it is up to earth’s inhabitants to put it into use, for it ensures 

complete accord among all inhabitants and the flourishing of all its life forms. 
It is simple as that. 

 
Simply train up in the Four Mainstays instruction set to attain beneficial 
knowledge that will greatly impact prosperous, generous society. In this 

brilliant clarity perspective that contains and understands all points of view, 
there is inconceivable beneficial knowledge and activities. Ensuring mental 

and emotional stability, it instantaneously pours out a wealth of strengths, 
gifts and talents. 
 

Training up clarity through the Four Mainstays is the only solid basis for 
human society building potent knowledge. 

 
Everyone and everything, all phenomena of all kinds in all countless 
dimensions rest indivisibly in nature’s intelligence which is expressed in 

clarity intelligence. Each moment of human intelligence is indelibly sealed by 
great perfection. The basis of human knowing and all actions is bound by this 

fundamental identity, intrinsic to everyone and everything.  
 
Fundamental to all human knowledge is the crucial recognition of clarity 

intelligence—natural perfection—as the instinctive basis of all one’s own 
experience. This knowledge is required for the transition that society is 

quickly making from an earth and body-based society to a multiversal 
information society.  
 

Effortlessly fuelling the here-and-now, clarity intelligence is our complete 
identity and basis of each experience. The clarity of our own raw knowing 

gives vital evidence of natural perfection—alert and clear. This is the basic 
complete identity of human living that is the prime attractor. Raw clarity is 
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alert and clear. It knows with its own way of knowing. Clarity’s own way of 
knowing clarifies all accumulated mistaken knowledge with tremendous 

ferocity and beneficial activity. Clarity’s raw knowing has no escape. Its alert, 
clear knowing sees through all knowledge with alertness and clarity. It knows 

what is applicable to the current moment and what to set aside. 
 
We need immediate benefit in human society and it can only come from 

instinctive recognition of clarity intelligence as the basis of all our experience. 
By the power of that instinctive knowing, we have the basis for creating truly 

beneficial knowledge. 
 
Clarity intelligence is the uniform basis of ethics and culture which provides 

the most wondrous complexity as well as beneficial, prosperous and 
generous qualities and activities. 

 

Human Identity Summit: Complete Identity 

 

Instinctive clarity is always-on. 

 
1. Write today’s training. 
2. Please share in writing the value and worth of the retreat for you 

and for clarity society. 


